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Jinx guide season 10

Season 10 Guides Jinx - Blow them up! Votes: 155 Views: 410,973 Vapora Dark In-Depth ADC Jinx Guide Season 10 Votes: 2,325 Views: 10,425,036 [10.22] Emiru - Jinx to Diamond Guide Votes: 2,069 Views: 4,471,171 Diamond Top Jinx - 45% CDR Muramana Zapper Trapper Jinx: The AOE Crit Goddess (Patch 10.22) Votes: 113 Views: 113 Views: 113 Views: 113 Views: 113 Views: 113 Views In-
Depth Jinx Build and Gameplay Guide Jinx: The AOE Crit Goddess (Patch 10.8) Jinx - The Ultimate Snowball Guide Rating Pending Views: 3,999 Guía de Jinx en español (En progreso) [10.12] Eneino01 Jinx Guide Season 10 Razader S10 #1 JINX ARAM BUILD War Machine Jinx Rating of unsealing viewing: 12,935 Rules are ed... Like buildings! Or people! Season 10 Gradi jinx Mi Único ADC [10.21] So
many rocketssssss Rating Neostats Views: 220 Jinx tank slayer Rating Pending Tours: 304 Jinx Letalidad Rating Neostat Tours: 651 Jinx Imbalance build up high injury early and late game Destroy Rating Awaiting tours: 167 A Beginner Jinx Guide. Rating Unjust Views: 482 Jinx Guides Build Jinx Skins Skills Issues Top Top Jinx Guides Build Jinx Skins Skills Issues Top Jinx Guides Build Jinx Skins Skills
Issues Top Ability Volume Cost-Cooling Get Enthusiasm! Jinx's passive self, whenever the Jinx injures the enemy champions, turrets, brakes or epic monsters (which her team kills) within 3 seconds of their death, acquires a 175% speed of bonus movement that disintegrates in 6 seconds. In addition, it acquires a 15% attack speed and can exceed the speed limit for the attack speed for the same duration.
Q Switcheroo! Jinx's Q Ability Self 0 1 SWITCH OFF—POW-POW, MINIGUN: Jinx base attacks approve bonus attack speed of 2.5 seconds, folded up 3 times up to a maximum of 30/55/80/105/130%. Piles fall apart one by one when it stop attacking. If Jinx switches to a missile launcher, it will lose all the heaps after the first attack. SWITCH TO—FISHBONES, ROCKET LAUNCHER: Jinx acquires
75/100/125/150/175 bonus attack range and handles bonus damage in the same 10% AD on its attacks, at the cost of 20 mana per attack. In addition, its attacks will splash out on close enemies - with full damage to all enemies. Jinx loses 25% of its bonus attack speed while using Fishbones. W Zap! Jinx's W Ability 1450 50/60/70/80/90 8/7/6/5/4 Jinx launches impact, dealing with 10 /60/4 10/160/210 (+
160% AD) physical damage i mentalem first impact enemy for 30 / 40 / 50 / 60 / 70%, he is i daming vision at 2 seconds. E Flame Chompers! Jinx's E Ability 900 70 24/20.5/17/13.5/10 Jinx dumps 3 Chompers at the target location perpendicular to its confrontation, a it's 70/120/170/220/270 (+100% ability) magical damage to 70/120/170/270 (+100% ability) a magical injury for all enemies u maloj authority.
The Čompers automatically explode in contact with the enemy champion, who downs them and cheers them for 1.5 seconds. The enemy champion can take and injure only one R Super Mega Death Death Jinx's Ultimate (R) Ability Self 100 90/75/60/60/60 Jinx launches a rocket that gains damage in the first second that travels. It explodes at the first enemy hit. Dealing with a minumum of 25 / 35 / 45
(+0.15 per bonus attack damage) and the maximum of 300 /400/500 (+1.5 per bonus attack damage) physical damage plus 25/30/35% of the target's missing health (max 300 damage to minions and monsters). Close enemies take 80% of the damage. Q Pow-Pow, Minigun Jinx's Q Ability Self 0 1 Jinx base attacks approve bonus attack speed of 2.5 seconds, stacks up to 3 times up to a maximum of
30/55/80/105/130%. Piles fall apart one by one when it stop attacking. If Jinx switches to a missile launcher, it will lose all the heaps after the first attack. Q Fishbones, Rocket Launcher Jinx's Q Ability Self 0 1 Jinx acquires 75/100/125/150/175 bonus attack range and handles bonus damage in the same 10% AD on its attacks, at the cost of maneuvering on attack. In addition, its attacks will splash out on
close enemies - with full damage to all enemies. Jinx Guides Build Jinx Skins Abilities Issues At The Extreme Summit *sees Rengar ult* Jinx: Dead. Extreme A Wild Kha Zix Approaches What does the Jinx have to do now? - Die- Die- Oh. Wait.. Died! Extreme and... You're dead, you're extreme. Anyway, don't play Jinx if you see AHAHA GET IT? Extreme Draven will beat you in the laning stage until the
late state of the game. Take into account to ban him if you really want to play the jinx. Extreme Zed : AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH Extreme This is a magical pony that flies through the sky! He's got an axe and he wants me dead! Major, it's hard to deal with it at an early stage of the game because it can jump on you when you still don't have enough damage to fight it. Becareful! Even
Jax is pretty annoying for every ad, but if he doesn't feed, he shouldn't be so groaued. If you're against it and they're going to feed him, take care of him! Major, same story about Jax. He can jump on you and pick you up in seconds, so watch out. Major Oneshots everywhere... Major Rammus is on all the ads. Kai'sa, varus and corki may be the only ones who can take risks against him. Extreme has a lot of
mobility and damage. Try to stay with your team or build a guardian angel. Extreme Every killer just melts the Jinx. If you have Kai's against it, pick Jinx. That gives you so much value! You can get ahead of yourself, turn it off and push the waves better than she does. Minor, if you take the lead early, he won't be able to take it back to give you full control of the lane. Even he's kind of a guy, but not really.
Anyway, take care of him and respect him at the first levels. Extreme If you have Xayah Rakan against and do not disconnect just do not choose jinx. It's probably going to be suicide, because Rakan has too much movement compared to you. Extreme is a powerfully ai;m.a. If you get out of the laning phase, you will probably outscale and win, but It's going to be really hard. Major, if you find it against the
waist, you need to stay safe and farm as much as possible to the point where you scale better, even if it won't be easy... Major Xayah may be really hard to perform if he plays with good support like thresh or Nautilus. Take care of her. Extreme His mistake will make your life a nightmare. Keep your team as close as you can so they don't follow you. Major, like Nautilus, if it stuns you, you're pretty dead. Tiny
Chill farm band Petite easy to outpush in the early stages of the game So she is a pain to play against due to its slow and ranges. Don't leave her full control of her lane, or it's going to be tough. Major The main problem of this matchup is that the Jinx and Vayne hard, but the Jinx can win early stage and Vayne can be the 1vs1 Jinx in the middle stage of the game. You're not going to win against her, so
always search for your support! Major Point and click stunning every day every day. Ideal Good kit, poke and engage, using Chompers can free kills on the laning stage and take good leadership. Ideal has everything you need. Damage, injury and mobility. A dream about a Jinx actor. Strong Even if no one plays him, Tahm is really underrated on the botlan. He's really good against the killer and helps you
play late. He's got a good kit, but that's all. You can get some free kills because of his grip on the early stages of the game. I'm the worst support for Jinx. Pyke is a killer-support who will spend most of his time trying to integrate even if he is not a tank. So when he's engaged, they might leave you alone while Pyke leaves with his glasses pulled out. STRONG FISHI FISH! She's still one of the best supporting
players to play. Her kit is full of everything, damage slow and gives you speed of movement. Just one thing, be careful with fiancés like Pyke and Thresh! All right, just... It's not made for each other... Poor Rakan (3. Let's be serious. It's good to get involved, but at the same time the Jinx needs a good front line and, like Pyke, it seems Rakan is not good at it. The strong Janna has really good potential to
increase the damage, which helps the jinx destroy everything in seconds. It's also good to be off against champions like Thresh, Nautilus and Rakan. The ideal best support since 2014. Today, after the grab buff is one of the best supporters to get a good lead on early thanks to his grab. P.S. Care Morgana or your Blitz will become a ruthless robot! Strong Even if she's not playing because of his low HP and
armor, her kit is pretty good and the damage boost to the jinx is MASSIVE at the early stage of the game. P.S. Take care of the get engaged! If you don't respect them, you're going to lose track! Strong she doesn't have much to offer, but she's probably a pain in.... You already know. You can chain your brushes to her q and do some crazy damage. Ideal. You probably saw the Lux aftershock one day...
You can tank, deal amount of damage and (like the Jinx) you can chain your flame chompers to get free kills. P.S fiances and all-in champions like hecarim will burn you alive if you play this botlane so beware when you choose the Jinx! Ideally, how can I not put Lulu here? It has a good kit that you can play in any matchup and help you survive. Also, pixie will give you a crazy amount of damage when
protecting. Lulu- Hyper-ovarian dream. Strong, so braum suffers only one thing... But we can use that and use it as a human shield to get to our famous late game and kill them all. The ideal Alistar gives you a healing, and a solid defense against every fiance by being the best bodyguard for the Jinx. He's a really good choice that helps you stay alive until the late game. None Hey!! I'm the Jinx!! Bard, what
are you doing? You know I don't have a dash, right? Oh, no. Here comes the engagement... Someone can help.. Me??? Also Bard : ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) Jinx: AHW COME ON! Strong Just try to stay under the tower until the middle of the late game. Due to jinx ability to farm safely under the tower you will always stay in a good place. Strong Is fine, good damage, speed of movement and so on... No synergies, but you
can rely on it. Strong Thresh is really good to kill himself at the start if you're destined to win the laning stage he's a good pick. When you learn how to put your chompers according to Thresh's grab You're on a heaven lane! None Just No. Strong He's really good if you know how you play around him. Just learn how to put your flame chompers when it gets stunning and everything will be fine. Low Brand has
a good burst, but usually when you play jinx, what you lack is survival, so Brand may not be the best pick... Low No longer played and still, he has nothing to help you, if not rural. Jibe.
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